AKVIS WATERCOLOR 1.0: LUMINOUS AQUARELLE ART FROM YOUR PHOTOS!
December 5, 2016 — AKVIS announces the release of its new software product for
Windows and Mac, available as a standalone application and as a Photoshop plugin
filter. AKVIS Watercolor 1.0 easily makes a photo look like a brilliant and vibrant
watercolor painting.
AKVIS presents the brand new artistic program AKVIS Watercolor that lets you
create amazingly realistic aquarelle paintings in a click!
Watercolor painting is one of the oldest and most commonly used painting techniques
in which color pigments are solvable in water. Aquarelle paintings have a brilliant and
luminous look based on the clarity and translucency of colors and the flowing fluidity of
lines.
Did you ever dream of creating your own masterpiece? Using AKVIS Watercolor you
can imitate great masters without any painting skills! You only need to adjust the
settings to your taste and run the processing. Any ordinary image will turn into a
gorgeous aquarelle piece of art!
The software lets you experiment with a wide range of painting genres: from vibrant
marine paintings and atmospheric landscapes up to impressive human or animal
portraits and exquisite still lifes.
The program is very user friendly and does not require any prior experience. It offers a
number of ready-to-use presets that can be used to imitate different watercolor
techniques. Kick-start your creativity by trying different presets and paper colors!
Download AKVIS Watercolor 1.0! For a free trial, AKVIS offers 10 days of fully
functional use.
The software runs on Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, 10; and on Mac OS X 10.7-10.12.
The product is available as a standalone application and as a plugin filter for Photoshop
and other popular graphics editors.
AKVIS Watercolor, Home license, sells for $49. One license key allows activating the
software on two computers. Visit akvis.com for more details.

AKVIS (http://akvis.com) specializes in development of video & image processing
software. Since the company's launch in 2004, it has released a number of successful
products: standalone applications and Photoshop plugins for Windows and Mac.

About the Program: akvis.com/en/watercolor/index.php
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